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Introduction
One of the best aspects of being a gunsmith is the wonderful blessing of
having a hobby turned into a career. Many times I have pitied the dude who
was so frustrated with his job he wanted to tell his boss where to shove it, but
simply couldn’t afford to give up the now crummy job, since it paid the bills.
Or the fellow who went to college for whatever degree in whatever field, was
performing well in that field, but then the glow departed and boredom and
apathy set in. That’s where I was not too many years ago, sitting on a BS in Idon’t-want-to-do-this-anymore.
When you work with firearms, there is just short of an infinity of new
things to see, and opportunities to figure out how they work, and try to
decide why this company’s pistol is more worth a month’s pay than this other
company’s pistol. We live in the Golden Age of firearms ownership. More guns
are being designed and manufactured today for sale to the American citizen
than ever before. It must be mindboggling to the first time handgun purchaser
trying to choose what to get. The answer for a gunsmith is to simply get them
all. The corresponding curse then is that they all must be taken apart to see
how they work.
This book and its brothers in the Assembly/Disassembly series are written
just for those occasions. These take down steps can be invaluable to the
professional and the lay person, and yes, even to the manufacturers. Many
manufacturers, mostly the big name guys, tend to encourage that firearms be
returned to the factory for service. There are a lot of people that for whatever
reason aren’t going to do that, and this book can keep the repairs and
curiosity takedowns from becoming brown-bag specials. Of course, gunsmiths
must service their customers’ guns; that is their function. Many gun owners
like to do the same thing, and this is usually a good thing, since a man who
understands how his gun works will likely take better care of it, resulting in a
better maintained and therefore, safer gun. This gun owner will be better able
to identify malfunctions, know why this piece is here, and what that spring is
for, and why the gun doesn’t fire when the magazine is out.
The steps in this book are designed to be as linear as possible. When
disassembling the handgun, simply follow the steps in the order given. The
reader will note that the reassembly tips are far fewer than the given steps for
disassembly. The reassembly can generally be accomplished by reinstalling
the parts in the reverse order of the disassembly. If there are deviations, these
deviations are noted. The use of a digital camera is priceless. It should be
standard practice, when disassembling a gun for the first time, to take images
of each step. It’s astounding how the “oh nuts” moment becomes an “oh yeah,
I see how it was” moment. A cheap 2-4 megapixel camera is sufficient.
There is a fair selection of basic tools needed for disassembly of the firearms
in this book. Punches of various sorts, such as roll pin punches, starter
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punches, and standard drift punches, are necessities. Small hammers for
tapping (not pounding) and a diverse selection of screwdrivers and hex
wrenches (standard and metric) will also be needed. Of particular importance
is the use of screwdrivers with hollow ground tips, not the standard taper-type
tips. These types of things are noted in the tools section.
We will not go over, every single time, the fact that one should triple check
to ensure the gun is unloaded, but just this once, right now. Do not ever work
on a loaded firearm. Remove the magazine, empty the chamber. On revolvers,
check every chamber.
When removing screws, use the proper sized tool, and don’t pry something
out of a slot. There’s a better way to do it. I have to apologize, since I have
used the word “pry” several times in this book. A better phrase would be
“gently nudge the part away from” but “pry” is shorter and gets the meaning
across. You don’t want to leave a mark in the finish, or a gouge in the
polymer frame. Generally, greater force results in greater damage, with little
to no better result.
Use safety glasses, since you don’t want springs stuck in your eyes, and wait
till you get home to your well-lit workbench before you take the gun apart.
Read the manuals supplied with the firearm; you might even find a schematic
to help you out in the last few pages.
In the last pages of this book is a cross-referencing index. Many of these
guns, one of the most notable being the 1911, have many clones and copies,
all of which are pretty much the same when being taken apart and put back
together. Unfortunately, a complete list is impossible. Fortunately, there are a
lot of common trends, such as in fire control designs, takedown methods, and
ignition methods, and many guns are so closely related to others that a little
research can provide a basis of knowledge. Still the index is quite expansive,
referencing many hundreds more guns than can be covered in the preceding
pages.
It is recommended that the user of this manual also acquire an even larger
tome published by FW Media/Krause Publications, called the Gun Digest Book
of Exploded Gun Drawings. Sometimes a simple drawing can be incredibly
informative, many showing the exact placement and direction of insertion
with simple lines on paper.
Kevin Muramatsu
Somewhere in the Twin Cities
Somewhere in Minnesota
December
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A Note on Reassembly
Most of the pistols covered in this book can be
reassembled by simply reversing the order of disassembly,
carefully replacing the parts in the same manner they were
removed. In a few instances, special instructions are
required, and these are listed with each gun under
“Reassembly Tips.” In certain cases, reassembly photos are
also provided.
During disassembly, note the relationship of all parts
and springs, take digital photos of the installed
arrangements, and lay them out on the workbench in the
order they were removed. By following this procedure and
referring to your own digital images, you should have no
difficulty.
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TOOLS

Countless firearms, old and new, bear the marks, burrs and gouges that are
the result of using the wrong tools for taking them apart. In the interest of
preventing this sort of thing, I am including here a group of tools that are the
best types for the disassembly of automatic pistols. Except for the few shopmade tools for special purposes, all of those shown here are available from
one of these three sources.
Brownells, Inc.
200 South Front Street
Montezuma, IA 50171
B-Square Company
8909 Forum Way
Ft. Worth, TX 76140
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Midway USA
5875 West Van Horn Tavern Road
Columbia, MO 65203
Williams Gun Sight Company
7389 Lapeer Road
Davison, MI 48423

General Instructions:
Screwdrivers: Always be sure the blade of the screwdriver exactly fits the
slot in the screw head, both in thickness and in width. If you don’t have one
that fits, grind or file the top until it does. You may ruin a few screwdrivers
but better them than the screws on a fine rifle.
Slave pins: There are several references in this book to slave pins, and some
non-gunsmith readers may not be familiar with the term. A slave pin is simply
a short length of rod stock (in some cases, a section of a nail will do) which is
used to keep two parts, or a part and a spring, together during reassembly.
The slave pin must be very slightly smaller in diameter than the hole in the
part, so it will push out easily as the original pin is driven in to retain the
part. When making the slave pin, its length should be slightly less than the
width of the part in which it is being used, and the ends of the pin should be
rounded or beveled.
Sights: Nearly all dovetail-mounted sights are drifted out toward the right,
using a nylon, aluminum, or brass drift punch.

1. The tiniest of these fine German instrument screwdrivers from Brownells

is too small for most gun work, but you’ll see the rest of them used
frequently throughout the book. There are many tight places where these
will come in handy.
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2. When a larger screwdriver is needed, this set from Brownells covers a

wide range of blade sizes and also has Phillips- and Allen-type inserts.
The tips are held in place by a strong magnet, yet are easily changed.
These tips are very hard. With enough force you might manage to break
one, but they’ll never bend.

3. You should have at least one good pair of bent sharp-nosed pliers. These,
from Brownells, have a box joint and smooth inner faces to help prevent
marring.

4. For heavier gripping, these Bernard parallel-jaw pliers from Brownells
13

have smooth-faced jaw-pieces of unhardened steel to prevent marring of
parts.

5. For situations where a non-marring rap is needed, this hammer from

Brownells is ideal. It is shown with nylon faces on the head, but other
faces of plastic and brass are also available. All are easily replaceable.

6. For drifting out pins, these small all-metal hammers from B-Square are the
best I’ve seen. Two sizes (weights) are available and they’re well worth
the modest cost.
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7. For situations where reach and accessibility are beyond the capabilities of
sharp-nosed pliers, a pair of large sharp-nosed forceps (tweezers) will be
invaluable.

8. This universal Colt tool from Brownells will also work on some other

autos of similar design, and even has features for some revolver work. Its
main function, of course, is for the removal of a tight barrel brushing on
Colt autos.
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9. One of the most-used tools in my shop is this nylon tipped drift punch,

shown with an optional brass tip in place on the handle. It has a steel pin
inside the nylon tip for strength. From Brownells, and absolutely
essential.

10. A good set of drift punches will prevent a lot of marred pins. These, from

Brownells, are made by Mayhew. The tapered punches at the right are for
starting pins, the others for pushing them through. Two sizes are
available-4 inches or 6 inches.
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11. These punches by Mayhew are designed specifically for roll pins and have
a projection at the center of the tip to fit the hollow center of a roll pin,
driving it out without deformation of the ends. From Brownells.

12. Some of the necessary tools are easily made in the shop. These non-

marring drift punches were made from three sizes of welder’s brazing
rod.
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13. In automatic pistols, the most frequent need for a split-end screwdriver, or
two-point wrench, occurs with certain magazine catch buttons.The ones
shown were made by cutting away the center of old screwdriver blades,
then thinning the points to fit the job. They may be a bit on the crude
side but they work!
14. A digital camera, even a cheap low resolution model can be invaluable.
The ability to take a quick, free photo of anything that you are doing for
reference is a modern convenience that one would be foolish to neglect.
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Magazine Disassembly
In regards to takedown, most magazines fall into two general
categories distinguished by fixed or removable floorplates. An
example of the fixed type is the magazine of the 45-caliber 1911
military pistol. Most of the currently-made pistols, especially in
the larger calibers, have magazines with removable floorplates.

Fixed Floorplate Type:

1. With a nylon-tipped punch or some other non-marring tool, depress the

magazine follower to about the halfway point, and insert a small
screwdriver through one of the counter holes and between the follower
and the spring.
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2. With the spring trapped beneath the screwdriver, the follower can usually
be shaken out and removed from the top of the magazine. If the follower
is tight, it may be necessary to insert another small tool through one of
the other counter holes and lever it upward to free it.
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